






1.    Definition
























2.    Classification by use:

HVAC
















Industrial cooling towers

















3.    Heat transfer methods













4.    Air flow generation methods





















FRP AND GALVANIZED COOLING TOWER





















5.    Air-to-water flow Categorization

Cross flow 















6.   Factors which effects the capacity of 
 cooling tower







7.   Terminology





Counter flow








Common to both designs










 








 

















































Approach -












8.   Principal of operations of "Tahvieh 
 Azar Nasim" conical Type Cooling Towers








9.   Thermal Design
















10. Better Air Flow



































11. Pumping head
























12. Lift factor























13. Smaller Fan Motors




14.  Advantages of "Tahvieh Azar Nasim"  
        Cooling Towers:


















15. Components



Casing






















Basin







Sump


















Tower Structure





Fills











Sprinkler
















Fan / Fan Blades















Fan Drive Motor







Louvers






Grills










16. Water loss









Evaporation



E=0.0008(Ti-To) ×F

E=evaporation rate (gpm)
Ti &To= inlet and outlet temperatures °F
F= water flow rate (gpm)

Drift














D=0.002×F

Bleed Off













Drift Eliminators
























































Pipe line and valves leakage 



17.  Preparation for Installation
 




 



 






 


 


 



 


 
 


 


 


 
 




 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 
 


 


 




 


 



 
 
 


 
 




























































18. Normal conditions




































































19. Water quality control

















 



 





 


 


20. Post assembly Checks/Pre-
commissioning Checks

 


 



 



 


 
 




 

 


 


 










 



Check after commissioning
 


 
 


 


 


 




 





 



 






















 


 


Maintenance Schedule

Every Day

 
 
 
 


Every week:
 


 
 
 


 
Every month:
 


 


 


 


 
 


Every two months:
 
 
 
 
 



Replace bearings of sprinkler ssembly after 
2 years and grease it.










 






 



 



 





 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 









 



 

 



































 













 

  





Conical type FRP cooling towers technical specifications















 


     

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

























































           

 











  





Conical type FRP cooling towers technical specifications



























































































































































































































































































































































































































     





Galvanized Cooling Tower Dimensions

      

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          





  










Galvanized Cooling Tower Dimensions

      





  






          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          





 


  


  







       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       















Casing







Basin






Fan Deck and Fan Stack




Fills






Fan















Electromotor









Drift Eliminator







FRP Cubic Cooling Tower





   

    

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

        

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         














FRP Closed Circuit Cooling Towers




























 


 



Fan







Driving system




Principals of operation

































         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

   

    
















Electromotor 




Drift Eliminator



Circulating water pump







Industrial Cooling Towers



























Rigid structure






Fills











Fans












Moving System 





Electromotor




Casing, Fan Stack, Fan Deck






Water distribution system





Drift Eliminator






Louvers






Technical Specifications











